Additional file 1] suggesting that the dark purple clusters in Figure 3A -B are melanoma nests. 132 Images in Figure 3A show that larger nests are associated with higher initial numbers of 133 melanoma cells. To quantify this we measure the area of individual nests using ImageJ [13] , 134 and data in Figure 3C confirms our visual observation. Interestingly, larger initial numbers of 135 melanoma cells lead to a smaller number of larger nests [see Additional file 2]. This is 136 consistent with smaller sized nests coalescing into a smaller number of larger nests over time. 137 Since cell number plays a critical role, we will also examine the role of proliferation by 138 suppressing mitosis. 139 We examine the role of cell proliferation by constructing 3D experimental skin models with 140 irradiated melanoma cells. Images in Figure 3B show that this leads to the formation of 141 dramatically smaller nests. To quantify our results, the area of individual nests is measured 142 using ImageJ [13] [see Additional file 2]. Data in Figure 3D shows a similar trend to data in 143 Figure 3C as the nest area increases with initial cell number. However, comparing results in 144 Figure 3C -D shows that proliferation plays a dominant role in nest formation. For example, 145 experiments initialised with 8500 proliferative melanoma cells leads to a median nest area of 146 0.15 mm 2 , whereas the median nest area is just 0.027 mm 2 when proliferation is suppressed. Our results are different to previous 3D studies that show melanoma nests are formed by cell 148 migration [5] . We anticipate that the difference in our outcome could be due to: (i) 149 differences between the melanoma cell lines used; (ii) the interaction of melanoma cells with 150 the surrounding skin cells in our 3D experiments; or, (iii) differences in the material used to 151 construct the 3D model. Since our experiments are performed in 3D materials derived from 152 human skin, and our experiments involve culturing melanoma cells together with primary 153 human skin cells, we feel that our results are more realistic than examining nest formation in 154 monoculture experiments in Matrigel. We now perform immunohistochemistry to confirm 155 that irradiated melanoma cells in survive in the 3D experimental human skin model over a 156 period of four days. 158 Here, we perform a series of experiments using a specific melanoma marker to provide 159 additional evidence that nests observed on the 3D experimental human skin models are 160 clusters of melanoma cells, and that irradiated melanoma cells survive in a 3D environment 161 over four days. The 3D experimental skin models are constructed using both irradiated and 162 non-irradiated melanoma cells. Vertical cross-sections through the 3D experimental skin 163 models initialised with melanoma cells are stained using S100, which is a reliable melanoma Variability between skin samples 173 We now examine whether there is any important variability in our results between skin 174 samples from different donors. To examine this we perform additional experiments using 175 dermis and primary skin cells from three different donors, which we denote as donor A, The IBM describes the spatial distribution of simulated cells on a 3D square lattice [18] . We 210 use a 3D lattice of cross section 3 mm × 3 mm, and depth 2 mm, to represent the central 211 region of each experimental 3D skin model ( Figure 6A ). Simulated cells are called agents. 212 We consider non-adhesive skin agents (green, Figure 6B ) and adhesive melanoma agents 213 (blue, Figure 6B ).
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Irradiated melanoma cells survive in a 3D experimental skin model
214
To initialise the IBM simulations, we randomly place a particular number of skin and 
225
To explore the role of initial melanoma cell number in nest formation, IBM results in Figure   226 6E show that nests form on the surface of the 3D lattice, and that the trends in simulated nest 227 area are similar to those in the corresponding experiments. Therefore, the simulation 228 outcomes in Figure 6E confirm that initial melanoma cell number is an important factor in 229 driving nest formation. We also explore the role of cell proliferation by repeating the 230 simulations in Figure 6E 
273
Barrier assay 274 We perform circular barrier assays to observe and measure the spreading of populations of Plates are then incubated at 37 °C, in 5% CO2 and 95% air for zero, two and four days. We 285 replace the growth medium after two days to replenish the nutrients. Each assay is performed 286 in triplicate. Crystal violet staining 290 We use the staining technique described by Simpson et al. [14] to analyse the barrier assays.
291
In brief, cell monolayers are washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS; Thermo Scientific, Establishing 3D experimental skin model with melanoma cells 299 We establish 3D experimental skin models using the skin collected from donors undergoing onto the dermis in full Green's medium as uniformly as possible, and incubated at 37 °C, in 307 5% CO2 and 95% air for two days. We refer to the primary keratinocyte and fibroblast cells 308 as skin cells. Subsequently, the stainless steel rings are removed and the dermis containing 309 cells is submerged in full Green's medium for a further two days. After this four-day pre-310 culture period, the spatial distribution of cells in the 3D experimental skin model is analysed. 311 We also perform a series of equivalent experiments using irradiated melanoma cells. 320 We use immunohistochemistry to identify melanoma cells in the 3D experimental skin Imaging, Tokyo, Japan).
Immunohistochemistry on 3D experimental skin models with melanoma cells
337
IBM Simulation Methods
338
We use a 3D lattice-based IBM, with adhesion between some agents, to describe the 3D 339 experiments. In the IBM, cells are treated as equally sized spheres, and referred to as agents. 340 We use a square lattice, with no more than one agent per site. The lattice spacing, Δ, 
351
To initialise simulations, we randomly place a particular number of simulated skin agents 352 (N0 (s) ) and a particular number of simulated melanoma agents (N0 (m) ) onto the surface of the 353 lattice. When the IBM is initialised we take care to ensure that no more than one agent 354 occupies each lattice site. We always choose the initial number of agents in each 355 subpopulation to match the equivalent initial density of cells in the experimental skin model.
356
In the experiments, the initial populations of cells are uniformly placed inside a disc of radius 357 3 mm, whereas in the IBM the initial populations of agents are uniformly placed inside a 358 square subregion of side length 3 mm. We set the initial number of skin agents to be N0 (s) = 359 17 9500 to match the initial experimental population of 30,000 skin cells distributed in a disc of 360 radius 3 mm. We vary the initial number of simulated melanoma agents to be N0 (m) = 400, 361 1600 or 2700, to match the initial experimental populations of 1250, 5000 and 8500 362 melanoma cells distributed in a disc of radius 3 mm. To match the experiments, the IBM 363 simulations run for four days.
364
At any time, t, there are N(t) agents on the lattice. In each discrete time step, of duration , we 365 allow motility and proliferation events to occur in the following two sequential steps: 
